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Lesson 02- Practical 

 

 

  

OOOpppeeerrraaatttiiinnnggg   SSSyyysssttteeemmmsss   

As computers have progressed and developed so have the operating systems. Below is a 

basic list of the different operating systems and a few examples of operating systems that 

fall into each of the categories. Many computer operating systems will fall into more than 

one of the below categories.  

GUI -Short for Graphical User Interface, a GUI Operating System contains graphics and 

icons and is commonly navigated by using a computer mouse. See the GUI definition for a 

complete definition. Below are some examples of GUI Operating Systems.   System 7.x  Windows 98  Windows CE 

 

Multi-user - A multi-user operating system allows for multiple users to use the same 

computer at the same time and different times. See the multi-user definition for a complete 

definition for a complete definition. Below are some examples of multi-user operating 

systems. 

 Linux 

 Unix 

 Windows 2000 

 

Multiprocessing - An operating system capable of supporting and utilizing more than one 

computer processor. Below are some examples of multiprocessing operating systems. 

 Linux 

 Unix 

 Windows 2000 

 

Multitasking - An operating system that is capable of allowing multiple software processes 

to run at the same time. Below are some examples of multitasking operating systems. 

 Unix 

 Windows 2000 

 

Multithreading - Operating systems that allow different parts of a software program to run 

concurrently. Operating systems that would fall into this category are: 

 Linux 

 Unix 

 Windows 2000 
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Apply the following changes to this document 

 

 

A) Use font effects to type the heading and make changes as necessary. 

 

B) Apply different font for all subtopics. 

 

C) Insert different bulleted styles for each list. Apply different font colours for it. 

 

D) Bold the sentence “Many computer operating systems will fall into more than one of the below 

categories”.  

E) Apply text highlight colour to “differe t operati g syste s” 

 

F) Apply font formatting as font type= Arial Black, size=12 , colour= “Green”, to the rest of the text 
 

G) Justify the text in the first paragraph and apply different font colours for it. 

 

H) Italic the followings.(Graphical User Interface, multi-user definition, utilizing) 

 

I) Use thesaurus to change these word with its similar meanings (all its occurrences) and underline 

those. concurrently, multiple, complete, capable, processes 

 

J) Apply the alignments to the document as given below. 

             Second para-Justify 

             Third para-Center 

Fourth para-Right Align 

Fifth para-Left Align 

 

K) Apply suitable page border to the document. 

L) Keep the line spacing as 1.5 for the entire document 

M) Apply Numbering style for the list contain Multithreading Operating systems  

N) Keep the indentation in the first line to 0.5 

O) Save the document as lesson 2 

 




